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The present article studies the interjective category in Arusa Maasai. By 
using a typologically-based and prototype-driven approach to interjectionality, 
the authors test all emotive interjections previously collected in fieldwork in the 
Arusha region for their compliance with non-formal (semantic and pragmatic) 
and formal (phonological, morphological, and syntactic) properties associated 
with emotive interjections across languages. The analysis demonstrates that, 
when treated holistically, the category of interjections largely complies with 
the prototype of an interjection – in case of some features, tokens, and/or uses, 
compliance is indeed total. Nevertheless, in case of other features, tokens, and/
or uses, compliance is less evident, sometimes even marginal. Overall, both the 
events of compliance and violation are significant for emotive interjections in 
Arusa as they jointly determine the boundaries and variation of the interjective 
category envisaged in its totality.
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1. Introduction

Interjections are one of the most marginalized grammatical phe-
nomena in linguistic scholarship (Ameka 1992). This is particularly 
evident in studies on African languages (Andrason & Dlali 2020), Maasai 
being an exemplary case. The only two publications that dedicate 
more than a sentence or two to interjections are Hollis’ (1905) descrip-
tion of the Kenyan Maasai language and culture and Karani’s (2018) 
doctoral dissertation devoted to argument alternation in a Tanzanian 
Maasai variety – Parakuyo. Even these studies limit themselves to short 
inventories of interjections, only noting a few, more general proper-
ties exhibited by members of the interjective lexical class; specifically, 
the excessive use of the aspirate [h], the presence of “half-articulate 
sounds” (Hollis 1905: 101), the ability to form “utterances on their own” 
(Karani 2018: 50), and the inability to “relate grammatically to any 
other word in a clause” (ibidem). Other mentions of interjections are 
either anecdotal (Tucker & Mpaayei 1955: 64, 117) or confined to mere 
classificatory statements in dictionary entries (Payne & Ole-Kotikash 
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2008). Interestingly, despite the scarcity of research on interjections – 
or perhaps because of it – there are striking points of disagreement. For 
instance, for Hollis (1905: 101) the interjective category is ‘large’, while 
for Karani (2018: 50), it is ‘small’.

The present study constitutes the first step towards filling this 
significant gap in Maasai scholarship that has, for decades, lacked sys-
tematic and principled accounts of the interjective lexical class. To be 
exact, we aim to offer a detailed analysis of emotive interjections in the 
Arusa1 variety spoken by some 100,000 Maasais in northern Tanzania 
by answering the following research question: What is the profile – both 
non-formal (i.e. semantic and pragmatic) and formal (i.e. phonological, 
morphological, and syntactic) – of the category of emotive interjections 
in Arusa Maasai?2 The study will be developed within a typologically-
based and prototype-driven approach to interjectionality (Ameka 1992; 
Nübling 2004; Stange 2016; Andrason & Dlali 2020), whereby the 
selected Arusa lexemes will be tested for their compliance with an inter-
jective prototype and, thus, properties usually associated with emotive 
interjections across languages.

In the present study, we focus on emotive interjections because 
these types of constructions are the only ones that are consistently 
viewed as rightful members of the interjective lexical class (Stange & 
Nübling 2014; Stange 2016; Andrason & Dlali 2020; Andrason 2022; 
Heine 2023). In contrast, the so-called conative/volitive/directive and 
phatic constructions are regarded as “interjections formally speaking” 
(Stange 2016: 19; see also Stange & Nübling 2014), non-canonical inter-
jections from a semantic-pragmatic perspective (Andrason & Dlali 2020) 
or are even excluded from the interjective category entirely (Wierzbicka 
2003; Meinard 2015; Heine 2023).3

This paper is structured in the following manner: in Section 2, we 
explain the framework underlying our research. In Section 3, we intro-
duce original evidence related to the non-formal and formal properties 
of emotive interjections in Arusa. In Section 4, we evaluate this evidence 
within the adopted framework. In Section 5, we conclude our study.

2. Framework

In this article we employ a typologically-based and prototype-
driven approach to the interjective category. This approach draws on 
the methodological premises used by one of the authors in his previous 
works on interjections in African, Semitic, and Indo-European languages 
(see Andrason & Dlali 2020; Andrason, Fehn & Phiri 2020; Andrason & 
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Hutchison 2020; Andrason 2022) and incorporates the various tenets of 
category structuring defended by cognitive linguistics (Evans & Green 
2006; Janda 2015) as well as certain elements of canonical typology 
(Brown & Chumakina 2013). Conceptually, our method continues the 
well-established – if not prevalent – manner of dealing with interjections 
in scholarship adopted in the seminal works by Ameka (1992, 2006), 
Nübling (2001, 2004), Stange (2016; see also Stange & Nübling 2014), 
and Heine (2023).

In our approach, the interjective category is understood as a radial 
network with prototype effects. The crucial element in structuring the 
interjective category is its prototype – an ideal representative modeled, 
or constructed rationally, by linguistics (Andrason & Dlali 2020; see also 
Brown & Chumakina 2013). The prototype itself is defined cumulatively 
as a set of properties – non-formal (i.e. semantic and pragmatic) and 
formal (i.e. phonological, morphological, and syntactic) – that are typo-
logically pervasive and cognitively salient: they are commonly attested 
across languages and distinguish the interjective category in the sharpest 
way from other categories. While some prototypical properties are more 
critical than others (see further below in this section), all of them yield 
an interjective prototype collectively. Below, we list the properties asso-
ciated with the interjective prototype in scholarly literature:
(a) With regard to semantics, a prototypical emotive interjection 

expresses “current, subjective, strong, and basic” feelings (emo-
tions) and sensory events (sensations) experienced by the speaker 
(Andrason & Dlali 2020: 165). It is (highly) polysemous, thus being 
compatible with a range of (positive and negative) emotions/sensa-
tions and a wide range of contexts upon which its interpretation 
depends heavily. 

(b) With regard to pragmatics, a prototypical emotive interjection is 
a ‘reflex’ (Nübling 2004: 25; Stange 2016: 1, 3). It is produced by 
the speaker in a semi-automatic manner (i.e. spontaneously and 
instinctively) immediately after their exposure to linguistic and/
or extra-linguistic stimuli. A prototypical emotive interjection is 
‘monological’ (Nübling 2004: 20-21; Stange 2016: 44) having no 
addressee to which it could be directed. It is also reflexive and 
‘non-referential’ (Stange 2016: 13; Nübling 2004), i.e. it points to 
the speaker themselves and cannot be used to “talk about third par-
ties” (Stange 2016: 10; for details, see Andrason & Dlali 2020: 165, 
drawing on Ameka 1992, 2006; Ameka & Wilkins 2006; Stange & 
Nübling 2014; Stange 2016).

(c) With regard to phonetics, a prototypical emotive interjection is 
monosyllabic and exhibits a (C)V structure. Often, the onset conso-
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nant is a guttural, e.g. [h] and [ɦ] (e.g. ha [ha] in Xhosa), or anoth-
er h-type sound, e.g. [χ] and [x], if the language lacks glottal frica-
tives (e.g. jo [xo]/[χo] in Spanish). A prototypical emotive interjec-
tion contains sounds and sound combinations that are anomalous 
from the given language’s perspective and is also accompanied 
by distinctive phonation, especially loud volume and articulatory 
energy. Alternatively, the phonetic anomaly stems from the skewed 
distributions of sounds and sound combinations that are used in the 
emotive interjections of a language (Andrason & Dlali 2020: 165-
166; see also Ameka 1992; Nübling 2004; Stange 2016). 

(d) With regard to morphology, a prototypical emotive interjection 
is mono-morphemic, thus being unsegmentable into more basic, 
meaningful components. This means, in turn, that it does not con-
tain inflectional and derivational morphemes, nor does it make use 
of compounding mechanisms. It is lexically opaque (i.e. the form of 
an interjection does not ‘automatically’ assign it to the interjective 
lexical class), although this opacity may inversely be understood as 
a ‘pattern’ that characterizes and distinguishes emotive interjections 
in a language (Ameka 1992; Nübling 2004; Andrason & Dlali 2020: 
166; Andrason & Hutchison 2020; Andrason 2021). 

(e) With regard to syntax, a prototypical emotive interjection may 
always function holophrastically, i.e. as a fully-fledged non-ellip-
tical utterance. If it is used non-holophrastically, i.e. as a word 
within a larger sentence, it resists integration into the core-clause 
grammar of that sentence. As a result, the interjection is nei-
ther projected by the predicate nor is it governed by the internal 
or external arguments (i.e. subject or object, respectively) and 
adjuncts. Similarly, a prototypical emotive interjection does not 
modify the predicate, arguments, or adjuncts. The above is related 
to the general asyntagmaticity of a prototypical emotive interjec-
tion or its inability to enter into constructions with other gram-
matical elements.4 A prototypical emotive interjection does not 
participate in syntactic operations such as negation, interrogation, 
and passivization.5 In its non-holophrastic uses, a prototypical emo-
tive interjection is found at the sentence margins (usually at its 
left edge) and is phonologically detached from the other elements 
(especially the core clause) by pause and/or contouring, thus con-
stituting an autonomous prosodic unit (Ameka 1992, 2006; Nübling 
2004; Stange & Nübling 2014; Stange 2016; Andrason & Durán 
Mañas 2021; Andrason 2022; Heine 2023).
The typologically-based and prototype-driven approach to interjec-

tionality adopted in our study implies that emotive interjections attested 
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across languages need not comply with the prototype fully – instead, 
they can instantiate it to a certain degree. Thus, each property distin-
guished above may be met to an extent or even not met at all (Stange 
2016; Andrason & Dlali 2020). For instance, emotive interjections can 
express emotions that need not be strong or basic (cf. Goddard 2013: 8). 
As far as the semi-automatic production of interjections and their lack 
of deliberateness are concerned (Nübling 2004: 19; Stange & Nübling 
2014: 1982-1983; Stange 2016: 20), some emotive interjective lexemes 
and constructions may be planned and constitute sophisticated, socially 
sensitive performances of experience. Similarly, all formal properties 
may be violated in individual languages (e.g. some interjections contain 
derivational and inflectional morphemes, form constructions and are 
integrated into clause grammar, and, as already noted above, can be 
used as word-like elements in complex clauses, sentences, and utteranc-
es; Andrason & Dlali 2020; Andrason & Durán Mañas 2021; Andrason 
2022). 

The radial model adopted in this article allows us to reveal the 
internal order of the interjective category without eliminating or reduc-
ing the undeniable diversity of interjections observed in the languages 
of the world. If an element (word or construction) complies with all or 
most prototypical features, it is viewed as canonical and is located in 
the center of the category. If an element complies with some features, it 
is semi-canonical and populates areas more remote from the categorial 
nucleus. If, however, an element only complies with very few features, it 
is non-canonical and occupies the category’s margins. Overall, the inclu-
sion into the interjective category is a question of degree rather than the 
binary operation of an ‘either-or’ type (Andrason & Dlali 2020; Andrason 
& Hutchison 2020; see Janda 2015; Evans & Green). 

It should be noted that the formal properties outlined above – espe-
cially those related to phonology and morphology – are typical of pri-
mary interjections, i.e. elements that are only or mainly used as interjec-
tions. These properties are, in contrast, much less characteristic of sec-
ondary interjections. Secondary interjections are elements that, despite 
their common and well-entrenched use as interjections, entertain an evi-
dent (structural and functional) relationship with their non-interjective 
origin, i.e. lexemes belonging to other lexical classes or elaborated pluri-
word analytical constructions. The least canonical, as far as their form 
is concerned, are exclamations, which are in essence non-interjective 
elements (e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives, and particles) used in an inter-
jective function occasionally and with minimal traces of entrenchment.6 

Overall, the various degrees of compliance with the formal char-
acteristics associated with a prototypical emotive interjection and 
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orthogonal distinction between primary interjections, secondary inter-
jections, and exclamations reflect an advancement on the path of inter-
jectionalization (Andrason, Fehn & Phiri 2020; Andrason 2022; see 
Nübling 2001). Interjectionalization is a type of grammaticalization 
process whereby non-interjective inputs used interjectively (exclama-
tions) gradually evolve into fully interjective outputs (primary interjec-
tions) through a gamut of transitory stages (secondary interjections) (see 
Nübling 2001; Stange 2016). Nevertheless, the status of a primary inter-
jection may also be reached in a more ‘catastrophic’ manner. Indeed, 
many primary interjections emerge spontaneously without drawing on 
other lexical classes or analytical constructions, while several others are 
borrowed from other languages in which they have functioned as either 
primary or secondary interjections of any origin.

Before presenting the non-formal and formal profiles of emo-
tive interjections in Arusa, a few words must also be dedicated to the 
semantic analysis of emotions adopted in our study. To begin with, the 
most common is a ‘functional’ approach (cf. Goddard 2013: 3), which 
roughly concords with ‘a natural-kind view’ of emotion experiences 
(Barrett 2006: 39). Accordingly, an interjection is correlated with an 
emotion-label existing in whatever second language is used for descrip-
tion (cf. Goddard 2013). Given the current geopolitics of science, this 
language is typically English. As a result, emotions not lexicalized in 
English may potentially be overlooked and left outside of analysis; 
and inversely, some languages may lack lexicalized emotion found in 
English, rendering English-based labels impractical. To avoid “the dan-
ger of the metalanguage of description being contaminated or distorted 
by English” (Goddard 2013: 3), some studies – especially the ones that 
are specifically dedicated to semantics – employ a natural semantic 
meta-language framework or “the mini-language of universal human 
concepts” (Wierzbicka 2009: 21). In this approach, each emotive mean-
ing is deconstructed into a combination of primary terms extracted 
from “a controlled vocabulary of simple words which appear to have 
equivalents in all or most languages” (Goddard 2013: 3). Given that 
our prototypical approach follows the studies on interjections in which 
the traditional functional framework is preferred (Ameka 1992, 2006; 
Stange & Nübling 2014; Stange 2016; see also Andrason & Dlali 2020 
and Andrason, Fehn & Phiri 2020) – which is also still widely employed 
in psychological research (Scherer 2003; also consult Ekman, Sorenson 
& Friesen 1969 who categorize emotions into six main classes) – we use 
the typical English emotion-labels. Even more importantly, we are con-
vinced that the collaborative work on this paper with one of the authors 
being a native Maasai speaker of Arusa has helped us to reduce the 
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effects of ‘English-centrism’ in our semantic analysis of interjections and 
avoid any unwarranted and disproportionate interferences and distor-
tions. Overall, the emotion labels distinguished in our study are organ-
ized into the following clusters: joy, admiration, happiness, and eupho-
ria; displeasure, discontent, annoyance, anger, rage, and fury; disgust, 
disdain, and contempt; worry, concern, anxiety, dread, and fear; sad-
ness, sorrow, and grief; and surprise, astonishment, and shock. The sen-
sations that we have identified are related to temperature, smell, taste, 
pain, and physical condition (i.e. tiredness and exhaustion).

To conclude, given the theoretical framework outlined above, our 
method will consist of the following: we will test emotive interjections 
in Arusa, both primary and secondary for their compliance with the 
non-formal (semantic and pragmatic) and formal (phonological, mor-
phological, and syntactic) prototypical properties. This will enable us to 
determine the overall profile of the interjective category in Arusa and 
position it within the broader scope of a typological debate on interjec-
tionality. The interjections that will be examined in this manner have 
been identified in a preliminary study. In that research, we collected 82 
words and constructions that can – at least, in some instances – simul-
taneously comply with two prototypical interjective properties: they 
express feelings and sensory events experienced by the speaker and 
function holophrastically as complete and self-standing utterances. The 
selection of these two features for the purpose of our preliminary study 
– features that certainly do not exhaust the definition of the prototype 
of interjections – stems from the fact that they are often regarded in 
interjective scholarship as the most critical (Ameka 1992, 2006; Nübling 
2004; Stange & Nübling 2014; Andrason & Dlali 2020), sometimes even 
as essential or definitional (Heine 2023). This, in our view, somewhat 
‘simplistic’ operationalization of the concept of an interjection has 
allowed us to escape the danger of circularity in our research: examin-
ing the categorial compliance of interjections that have in the first place 
been collected because of their compliance with the prototype.

3. Evidence

The present section introduces the original evidence that was 
collected during fieldwork in the province of Arusha, Tanzania, in 
September 2020. Overall, five native Arusa speakers have been inter-
viewed. Several examples demonstrating determined uses of interjec-
tions have been extracted from spontaneous discourses. Many others 
have been elicited through graphic aids and/or specific questions. 
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Lastly, a few examples have been constructed by native speakers. The 
language of interviews and elicitation was invariably Arusa.

Our evidence will be rendered by means of (italicized) IPA sym-
bols rather than the (official) Maasai spelling (see Karani, Kotikash & 
Sentero 2014). The only divergence is [ɉ] – one of the realizations of the 
official Maasai grapheme j. This sound, generally defined as an alveo-
palatal voiced affricate (Payne & Ole-Kotikash 2008), exhibits a few 
realizations in Maasai varieties and has been represented by a variety 
of symbols in scholarly literature: [ǰ] (Hamaya 1997: 2), [ɗʒ] (Payne & 
Ole-Kotikash 2008), and [ɉ] (Karani 2013: 7, 2018: 19; Karani, Kotikash 
& Sentero 2014). Being aware that [ɉ] is not a standard IPA symbol, we 
use it in our paper in accordance with the practice widely adopted in 
Tanzanian Maasai scholarship (see Karani 2013, 2018; Karani, Kotikash 
& Sentero 2014). Additionally, long vowels and consonants (except for 
ǂǂǂ in which each consonant forms its own syllable) are indicated by the 
doubling of the respective symbol as is typical of most Maasai studies. 
Lastly, it should be noted that, because of italicizing Arusa examples, the 
IPA symbol [a] appears as a. As is customarily in Maasai scholarship, 
low tone is not indicated in writing while high tone is marked with the 
acute sign. (We do not differentiate between high tone and downstep 
high tone.) In long vowels and diphthongs, the tone of each mora is 
indicated separately.

3.1. Non-formal profile

3.1.1. Semantics
As explained in Section 2, the Arusa language contains 82 interjec-

tions with which speakers express their current, subjective, strong, and 
basic emotional states. In conformity with the approach used in sev-
eral typological studies (Ameka 1992: 113, 2006: 744; Andrason & Dlali 
2020), the emotive interjections that we collected may be divided into 
two main subtypes: those that express feelings and those that express 
sensations.

With 65 tokens attested, interjections expressing feelings constitute 
the main bulk of the emotive interjective stock. Feelings conveyed by 
such interjections may be positive, negative, or grosso modo neutral.

The positive feelings varying from joy and admiration to happi-
ness and, ultimately, euphoria are conveyed by the following inter-
jections: ááku, dédé, éétáá, entíto, entíto-ejíéjíó, éro, éétáá, hɛ,́ hóí, hóó-
hóó, ɪlmúran, míkíjóki, ɔlkɪĺa, óó, sére, téɉo, jíé, and jíéjíó-ai.7 The most 
expressive of them – i.e. the ones that tend to be associated with the 
greatest extent of positive excitement – are éétáá, hɛ ,́ hóí, and jíé. 
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Example (1) below illustrates the use of one such interjection. After 
receiving the news that his wife has just given birth to a boy, the 
father cannot contain his extreme pride and euphoria. He stands up 
and exclaims éétáá:

(1) A:  É-tó-íwu-o ɛ-n-kɪt́ok ino ɛ-n-kájio-ni.
  3-perf-bear-perf sg-f-woman your sg-f-boy-sg
  ‘Your wife has given birth to a boy’.
 B:  Éétáá!
  intj8

  ‘Éétáá!’

Negative emotions are expressed by a larger set of interjections 
than positive ones. To begin with, negative feelings that range in extent 
from displeasure, discontent, and annoyance to anger, rage, and fury are 
usually conveyed by the interjections áχ, ɛnkɛŕai, entíto, éro, ɪlmʊ́rran, 
ɪltwáti, leláá-káke, ɔŕɪd́, and ʃíé. The same interjections can addition-
ally be used to express the feelings of disgust, disdain, and contempt. 
Examples (2a-b) illustrate experiences of displeasure and anger, respec-
tively. In (2a), the boy reacts to an order given by his mother, who tells 
him to clean the trench. By uttering the interjection wáí, he shows his 
discontent, explaining that he is tired. In (2b), an elder is telling a boy 
for the third time to fetch the cattle. The animals are far away from the 
place where they were supposed to be and still continue to head in the 
wrong direction. Angry, almost enraged, the man pronounces the inter-
jection ɔŕɪd́.9

(2) a. A:  Kákui,10 ʃómo tó-oro o-l-kéju!
   voc go imp-clean sg-m-trench
   ‘Hey child, go and clean the trench!’
  B:  Wáí! Á-tá-naure jéjio.
   intj 1sg-perf-tire mother
   ‘Wáí! I am tired, mother’.
 b. ʃómo tú-ʃúku inkíʃu enaalo, ɔŕɪd́!
  go imp-return cattle this_side intj
  ‘Go bring cattle this side, ɔŕɪd́!’

Another class of negative feelings often encoded by interjections 
involves worry and concern (3a-b) as well as extreme degrees of these 
emotions, i.e. anxiety, dread, and fear (3b-c). The interjections that are 
compatible with all such feelings are áitíŋo, kíru, ójie, sjombe, ʃíé, úúí, 
wóí, and jóópe. In (3a), a boy has overstayed his visit to a friend. He 
leaves his friend’s place, and when he is ready to go back to his family’s 
compound, he suddenly realizes how dark it is outside. By uttering the 
interjection ójie, he profiles his concern regarding his ability to return 
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home safely. His friend seconds this worry with another interjection, 
i.e. ʃíé. In (3b), a man is told that the cows have been washed away by 
floods at the river. He is anxious as it is unlikely that he may find them 
alive – a considerable part of his stock thus being lost. The lexeme zz 
communicates this anxiety univocally. In (3c), the mother sees her son 
choking. The woman is terrified. She shouts jóópe while trying to save 
her child. Lastly, in (3d), after noticing the police arriving at his place, a 
young man panics and screams áitíŋo. He dreads the possibility of being 
interrogated and arrested.

(3) a. A:  Ójie! Káí daade á-ikunári ááŋ?
   intj how now 1sg-go_how home
   ‘Ójie! How will I go home?’
  B:  ʃíé! M-á-jelo amu e-táa káarie naléŋ.
   intj neg-1sg-know because 3-be dark very
   ‘ʃíé! I do not know because it is very dark’.
 b. A:  É-éwa nkíʃu ɛ-n-káre to ɔ-l-kéju.
   3-take pl.cow sg-f-water at sg-m-river
   ‘Cows have been swept away by floods at the river’.
  B:  Zz! Oo táátá káji kínko?
   intj so now what do
   ‘Zz! So, what to do now?’
 c. Jóópe, kaɲɔɔ́ ́ i-tá-amá?
  intj what 2sg-perf-eat
  ‘Jóópe, what did you eat?’
 d. Áitíŋo! É-etuo isíkeri.
  intj 3-come.perf police
  ‘Áitíŋo! Police have arrived’.

The feelings of sadness, sorrow, and grief are conveyed by the 
interjections áíʃ, ɉamani, kílome, kúáde, maskini-ja-Mungu, óóí, jíéjíó-ai, 
pasɪnáái, sógó, ʊ́ʊ́ʃɔ, and wóɉ. All these forms may also be used to express 
compassion and sympathy. For example, in (4a), an older woman finds 
a little girl crying alone on the road with nobody taking care of her. 
Profoundly touched by this sight, she utters the interjection maskini. She 
then takes the baby in her arms and tries to calm it down. Soon after, 
another woman arrives. Again, seeing a crying child without its mother, 
she feels sorry for the infant – a feeling made explicit by the interjec-
tion kílome. In (4b), a teenage boy sits alone at home. His mother left a 
few days ago for Dar es Salaam to look for work. His grandmother looks 
around the house and realizes how lonely the boy is without his beloved 
mother. The grandmother is very sad and, with tears in her eyes, pro-
nounces the interjection le-máásái, accompanying it with a rhetorical 
question.
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(4) a. A:  Maskini, kóree ŋɔt́ɔɲɛ!?
   intj where mother
   ‘Maskini, where is the mother!?’
  B:  Kílome, káɲɔɔ́ ́ pé-iŋúa ɛ-n-kɛŕai ɔṕéɲ!?
   intj why rel-leave sg-f-child alone
   ‘Kílome, why did she leave the child alone!?’
 b. Le-máásai, koréé déé ɛ-n-kájio-ni ai?
  intj where insf sg-f-boy-sg my
  ‘Le-máásai, where is my boy?’

Another class of feelings expressed by a large number of interjec-
tions involves surprise, astonishment, and shock. The most common 
interjections compatible with the different degrees of this semantic 
domain are áí, aiséé, áíʃ, ááku, dédé, edúá, éjí, ɛnkáí, háé, héé, héé-hé, hóó, 
kíbo, kíbó-t͡cándesi, kɪɪ́t́ɪ, kílome, kíru, kúmbe, kúák, le-máásai, míkijóki, 
ɲóó, óó, óóí, ojíé, súmu, téɉo, jíé, and zz. The type of surprise conveyed 
by the above interjections may be positive, negative, or relatively neu-
tral. For example, in (5a), the daughter learns that her mother bought a 
new house. The use of the interjection héé-hé indicates that she is utterly 
surprised – neither positively nor negatively – as the event has entirely 
been unexpected. In (5b), a man confesses to another man that he has 
stolen something. The other man is shocked, although also appalled – 
both feelings being communicated by aiʃ.

(5) a. Héé-hé! É-iɲáŋ-u-a jíéjíó ɛ-n-káji sápúk.
  intj 3-buy-mt-perf mother sg-f-house big
  ‘Héé-hé! My mother bought a big house’.
 b. A:  Á-tú-púr-iʃe ŋole kaaríé.
   1sg-perf-steal-apas last night
   ‘I stole something last night’.
  B:  Áíʃ! M-á-ju lolo roréi.
   intj neg-1sg-want those.m stories
   ‘Áíʃ! I do not want those stories’.

The other major semantic sub-type of emotive interjections includes 
forms that express sensations experienced by the speaker, in particular, 
those related to temperature, taste, smell, pain, and physical condition. 
Overall, 17 interjective tokens are compatible with sensorial domains.

To begin with, the most typical lexemes used to express tempera-
ture-related experiences are íúʃo for heat and háá or ss (see (6) below) 
for biting cold.

(6)  Ss, é-iróbi ena soda naléŋ.
  intj 3-be_cold this soda very
  ‘Ss, this soda is very cold’.
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Good smell is expressed by mm (realized ingressively; see 3.2.1) 
and ḁḁħ, as well as their combination mm ḁḁħ. Good taste is expressed 
by ǁ and mm, like the positive olfactory sensation mentioned above 
(see (7a) below). Bad odor is expressed by fíú, píú, and ḿḿ. Bad taste is 
mainly expressed by éíʃ (7b).

(7) a. Mm, é-jér-i-tai ɛndáá sídái.
  intj 3-cook-impr-prog food good
  ‘Mm, someone is cooking nice food’.
 b. Píú! E-ŋú ene wéí.
  intj 3-smell this.f place
  ‘Píú! This place smells bad’.

The experience of pain is encoded by the interjections áí, áíʃ, éíʃ, 
óóí, úúí and wóɉ. For example, in (8), a little girl treads on a thorn. She 
feels sharp pain and cries úúí:

(8)  Úúí! Áá-tá-rem-okí.
  intj 3>1-perf-enter-dat 
  ‘Úúí! It (i.e. a thorn) has entered in my foot (lit. in me)’.

Tiredness, fatigue, and exhaustion are expressed by the interjec-
tions áχ, íúʃo, óó, and úúí. Their usage is illustrated in (9) below. Having 
worked the whole day in the field, a woman arrives home. She finally 
sits down and, exhausted, whispers íúʃo.

(9)  Íúʃo… é-itá-náur-iʃó ɛ-n-kʊ́rʊma.
  intj 3-caus-tire-apas sg-f-farm
  ‘Íúʃo… the farm makes one very tired’.

Contrary to many languages, emotive interjections in Arusa may 
be gender sensitive. That is, some interjective lexemes are convention-
ally associated with either men or women. For example, with regard to 
the interjections expressing displeasure, discontent, annoyance, anger, 
rage, and fury, five of them – i.e. ɛnkɛŕai, entíto, entíto-ejíejío, ɪlmʊran, 
and leláá-káke – are only employed by men. In contrast, ɪltwáti, kíbó-
t͡cándesi, nombéés, ɔlkɪĺa, óóí, úúí, and jóópe are limited to female speak-
ers. Therefore, when hurt by an animal, as in (10) below, only a woman 
may employ the lexeme úúí communicating the pain felt.11

(10)  A:  Úúí!
   intj
   ‘Úúí!’
  B:  Káɲɔɔ́?́
   what
   ‘What?’
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  A:  ɛ-n-kɪt́ɛŋ ná-á-tá-rwa.
   3sg-f-cow rel-1sg-perf-kick
   ‘The cow has kicked me’.

Most emotive interjections are polysemous.12 This polysemy is vis-
ible in four types of phenomena. First, interjections that belong to one 
of the specific semantic classes distinguished in this study may generally 
express all degrees of feelings associated with that class. In other words, 
interjections tend to be compatible with the entire scale that passes 
through a particular emotive domain: from its least intense to its most 
intense nuance. Interjections can thus express feelings that range from 
displeasure to rage, from moderate joy to extreme happiness and eupho-
ria, from worry and concern to anxiety and dread, from sadness to grief, 
or from surprise to shock. Second, several interjections are compatible 
with more than one domain. For instance, dédé, míkíjóki, téɉo, and jíé 
may express joy-euphoria and surprise-shock, while ʃíé may express 
sadness-grief, displeasure-rage, and worry-fear. Third, interjections that 
express feelings may also be compatible with sensorial domains, e.g. 
wóɉ is compatible with the domains of sadness-grief and pain; áχ with 
displeasure-rage and tiredness-exhaustion; and áíʃ with sadness-grief, 
surprise-shock, and pain. Fourth, some interjections express the experi-
ence of both positive and negative feelings. For example, entíto, éro, 
and ɪlmʊ́ran are compatible with a positive domain of joy-euphoria and 
a negative domain of displeasure-rage. Similarly, jíéjíó-ai is compatible 
with joy-euphoria and sadness-grief, and óó with joy-euphoria as well as 
tiredness-exhaustion and pain.

Although the wide range of polysemy is typical of most interjective 
lexemes, the meaning of a few interjections is more restricted and, thus, 
less polysemous. This holds especially true of sensorial interjections, 
which are often limited not only to a particular sensation (e.g. tempera-
ture, taste, or smell) but also to its positive or negative perception. For 
instance, the lexeme ss is limited to expressing the sensation of cold, 
while fíú and ḿḿ are virtually only used to communicate the experience 
of bad smell.

The fact that most interjections are compatible with a wide range 
of semantic domains inversely implies that context plays a crucial role 
in identifying and/or profiling their adequate reading. Such contex-
tual features include not only the immediate grammatical environment 
(e.g. other lexemes and grammatical forms) and general extra-linguistic 
situation in which a given utterance is produced, but also – and criti-
cally – intonation and phonation, as well as manual and facial gestures 
(although these are certainly communicative in much the same way 
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as the interjections). For example, the specific feeling within a given 
semantic domain and, thus, the degree of the emotion range (e.g. joy-
admiration-happiness-euphoria or displeasure-discontent-annoyance-
anger-rage-fury) are often correlated with the manner in which an 
interjection is pronounced, e.g. louder voice, greater intensity of speech, 
or lengthening of vowels and consonants (cf. 3.2.1), as well as more 
expressive gesticulation. On the contrary, the contribution of the linguis-
tic and/or extra-linguistic contexts to the meaning of interjections char-
acterized by limited polysemy is much less decisive.

3.1.2. Pragmatics
In Arusa, emotive interjections may often be viewed as verbal bod-

ily reflexes. In such cases, they constitute immediate responses to lin-
guistic and/or extra-linguistic stimuli, uttered spontaneously, in a nearly 
instinctive or semi-automatic manner. For instance, in a constructed 
example, while playing outside, a boy twists his ankle and sprains it. 
Immediately and impulsively – practically without controlling it – he 
shouts wóɉ. In another example, two teenagers are watching a soccer 
match. Their favorite team scores a goal at the very end of the game. In 
the same second, full of euphoria, the youths scream repeatedly hɛ ́hóó-
hóó, hɛ ́hóó-hóó. In both cases, the respective reactions have neither been 
planned nor effected after a conscious and extended deliberation.

Apart from being ‘stimulus-bound’ (Goddard 2013: 2; see also Ameka 
1992), emotive interjections may also be employed to perform ‘didactic’ 
and ‘discursive’ functions (Goddard 2013: 2-3). In such instances, they are 
not semi-automatic but rather exhibit a patent deliberate and intentional 
profile. First, an emotive interjection may be used to influence the behav-
ior of the interlocutor. The situation portrayed in (11a) exploits Goddard’s 
(2013: 2) canonical example of this sort. The mother enters the kitchen 
and sees her child finishing his breakfast. The boy’s hands and mouth are 
dirty, the tablecloth is stained, and the remains of food are everywhere. 
She is disgusted and angry. She utters the interjection éíʃ. However, more 
than a mere spontaneous expression of her feeling, this interjection is used 
consciously to make the child clean up his mess.13 Second, emotive inter-
jections may play a certain role in discourse. In such cases, “the stimulus 
is not something in the immediate context, either a physical-sensory stim-
ulus or a human action or behavior, but rather something the speaker is 
thinking about” (Goddard 2013: 3). Once again adapting Goddard’s (ibi-
dem) example, in (11b), a woman considers a topic of working a month 
for free in a nearby shop. She is abhorred and shocked by the idea and 
deliberately exclaims ʃíé.
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(11) a. Éíʃ, kaɲɔɔ́ ́ ená!?
  intj what this.f
  ‘Éíʃ, what is this!?’
 b. P-a-itíbír-íʃo tíne péʃo? ʃíé!
  subj-1sg-work-apas there free intj
  ‘Should I work there for free? ʃíé!’

In most instances, emotive interjections are reflexive. They cannot 
be used to talk about parties other than the speaker themselves and their 
own experiences, whether feelings or sensations. For instance, in (12a), 
when hearing her sons’ explanations with regard to a fight, the mother – 
visibly irritated, nearly enraged – pronounces the interjection píú. Given 
the abovementioned reflexivity of emotive interjections, the lexeme píú 
can only indicate the irritation experienced by the mother even though 
other persons (specifically, the two boys and the father) are also present 
in the scene. In (12b), a group of boys is walking to school. The young-
est of them pronounces the interjection ss while simultaneously inhaling 
air (see 3.2.1). His utterance can only be interpreted in reflexives terms: 
the boy himself experiences the cold. Therefore, the pronunciation of the 
sentence áníŋíto ɛnkɪjápe ‘I am cold’ is not necessary (as the interjection 
itself indicates that the speaker is the experiencer of the sensation) and 
the interpretation of the interjection as referring to the experiences of 
the other boys is infelicitous (i.e. the interjection cannot describe sensa-
tions experienced by other parties).

(12) a. Píú! M-á-ju lolo omón.
  intj neg-1sg-want those words
  ‘Píú! I do not want that story (lit. those words)’.
 b. Ss. (Á-níŋ-íto ɛ-n-kɪjápe)
  intj 1sg-feel-prog sg-f-cold
  ‘Ss. (I am cold)’.

Although reflexivity is typical of most uses of emotive interjections, 
some interjective lexemes, especially the sensorial ones, may also be used 
to inform one about the properties of objects or entities external to the 
experiencer themselves, e.g. the state of the weather, the taste of food, or 
the smell of roots and herbs. In (13), the mother asks her daughter about 
the weather outside. As the girl goes out, she pronounces the interjection 
ɪʊ́́ʃɔ. This lexeme not only reflexively indicates the child’s own sensation 
but also gives insight into the excessively hot meteoritical conditions of 
the day (see also examples (6) and (7a-b) presented in 3.1.1, in which the 
respective interjections indicate the temperature of a drink, the taste of 
the food, and the smell of a certain place).
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(13) A:  Kéíjíaa ɛ-n-kɪjápe?
  how sg-f-cold
  ‘How is the weather?’
 B:  Íʊ́ʃɔ!
  intj
  ‘Íʊ́ʃɔ!’

All emotive interjections analyzed in our study may be used in 
monologues. This means that in order to be pragmatically felicitous, 
interjections do not necessitate the presence of addressees to which they 
would need to be directed. The two following examples, constructed for 
the purpose of our research, illustrate this clearly. In (14a), a man has 
received a letter. He opens it and understands that his application for a 
loan has been denied. Alone at home, sad and profoundly disappointed, 
he pronounces the interjections ǂǂǂ leláá. In another example, (14b), a 
girl is carrying food for her father who works in the field. Suddenly, she 
stumbles and falls down. Her brother, sitting on a hill, witnesses this 
from a distance. He jeers at his elder sibling’s misfortune and utters the 
interjection hóó-hóó. The utterance is not directed to any interlocutor – 
the boy is alone, and no one can hear him.

(14) a. ǂǂǂ leláá. Oo táata?
  intj intj so now
  ‘ǂǂǂ leláá. So, what now?’
 b. Hóó-hóó! Ncéé é-tu-uróri.
  intj good_that 3-perf-fall_down
  ‘Hóó-hóó! It is good that she fell down’.

Although all emotive interjections can be monological, their pres-
ence in dialogues is not exceptional. Indeed, our database contains mul-
tiple examples of dialogical uses of interjections. For example, in (15a), 
áχ is employed by a man in response to his boss’ command. The man is 
annoyed at being told to hold a bull so that it can get treated. Similarly, 
in (15b), where we have slightly reformulated an attested example, a 
young woman receives sad news from a neighbor about the death of 
her grandmother. Deeply saddened, she responds by uttering two con-
secutive interjections, i.e. wóɉ and óóí, that show sorrow and despair. All 
interjections expressing sympathy – including wóɉ – tend to be dialogical 
although their usage in monologues is still fully acceptable and attested.

(15) a. A: Í-ngʊ́ma ɔ-l-ɔɪŋɔ-́nɪ pé-udi!
   2sg-hold sg-m-bull-sg subj-inject
   ‘Hold the bull so that it gets injected!’
  B: Áχ!
   intj
   ‘Áχ!’
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 b. A: I-tó-níŋ-o ajo e-twa koko ino?
   2sg-perf-hear-perf that 3-die.perf grandmother your
   ‘Have you heard that your grandmother has passed away?’
  B: Wóɉ! Óóí! Á-twa!
   intj intj 1sg-die.perf
   ‘Wóɉ! Óóí! I am finished!’

3.2. Formal profile

3.2.1. Phonetics 
The vast majority of emotive interjections do not contain extra-sys-

tematic phones. Indeed, out of the 82 interjective tokens collected, only 
five exploit sounds that are anomalous from the perspective of the Arusa 
language. These five lexemes are the primary interjections ǂ, ǂǂǂ, ǁ, áχ, 
and ḁḁħ. Four extra-systematic sounds are attested – all of them conso-
nants. The first class are clicks: a palatal click [ǂ] and a lateral click [ǁ]. 
As is true of all Maasai varieties, Arusa is not a click language and clicks 
do not form part of its standard phonetic inventory. The other extra-
systematic sounds are gutturals or laryngeals: the uvular fricative [χ] 
and the voiceless pharyngeal fricative [ħ]. Apart from the interjection 
áχ and the onomatopoeias aχaχ/aħaħ imitating snoring, [χ] and [ħ] are 
absent in the Arusa vocabulary (see Levergood 1987).

In their majority, emotive interjections do not transgress the 
rules and constraints of Arusa phonotactics. However, three types of 
exceptions are attested. First, the interjections ss, zz, ḿḿ, mm as well 
as the lexemes ǂ and ǂǂǂ mentioned above, fail to contain vowels as 
nuclei in their formative syllables. (All these interjections are monosyl-
labic – except ǂǂǂ, which has three syllables, [ǂ.ǂ.ǂ].)14 This contrasts 
with a typical syllable structure in Arusa, which requires a vocalic 
nucleus. Indeed, all Arusa words have either a vowel (short or long) 
or a diphthong as their syllabic nuclei (cf. Karani 2018: 19-20 for 
another Tanzanian Maasai variety, i.e. Parakuyo). Second, in addi-
tion to clicks which, despite being non-pulmonic, are by definition 
ingressive sounds, two interjections are pronounced with an inward 
airstream flow, and thus ingressively: mm [mː↓] and ss [sː↓]. Ingressive 
realization is unattested in lexemes belonging to other word classes, 
except for conative calls to animals (Andrason & Karani 2021). For 
mm [mː↓], the ingressive pronunciation together with a tonal contrast 
and certain phonation-related features (see further below) distinguish 
this lexeme (expressing good smell) from the egressive ḿḿ [ḿ̤ː↑] 
(expressing bad smell). Third, emotive interjections optionally exhibit 
extralong vowels and consonants and thus allow for three degrees of 
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length. Accordingly, they diverge from the non-interjective lexicon of 
Tanzanian Maasai varieties including Arusa, where only two degrees 
of length are grammatical: short and long (Karani 2018: 16-17). An 
extralong (trimoraic) pronunciation is the most common in monosyl-
labic interjections that contain a long vowel. These lexemes (e.g. hóó 
and ɔɔ́)́ often exhibit variants with an extralong trimoraic pronuncia-
tion (i.e. [óːː] and [ɔ́ː ː], respectively) apart from the more usual (and 
less marked) bimoraic realization (i.e. [óː] and [ɔ́ː ]). Similarly, several 
interjections, especially those that only consist of consonants (e.g. ss 
and mm) regularly allow for variants with exaggerated length (i.e. [zːː] 
and [mːː]).15 As was the case of lexemes containing extra-systematic 
sounds, the abovementioned extra-systematic phonotactics are typi-
cally attested in primary interjections.

A number of interjections exhibit simple phonetic structure. To be 
exact, 32 tokens are monosyllables, e.g. áχ, áí, áíʃ, háé, háí, hɛ,́ hóí, hóó, 
kʊ́ák, óó, ɔɔ́ ́, ʃíé, úúí, wáí, and jíé. The number of disyllabic interjections 
is nearly identical. There are 31 such lexemes, e.g. ááku, bíris, dédé, ɪʊ́́ʃo, 
kíbó, óríd, ójie, sére, sógó, súmú, téɉo, ʊ́ʊ́ʃɔ, and jóópe. 14 interjections are 
built around three syllables, e.g. áítíŋo, ɛnkɛŕai, entíto, ɪlmúran, ɉamáni, 
kílome, ɔlkɪĺa, pasɪnáái, and jíéjíó-ai. Interjections that exhibit more com-
plex structures are rare. Specifically, two interjections contain four syl-
lables (leláá-káke and míkíɉóki); one interjection contains five syllables 
kíbó-t͡cándesi); and two interjections contain six syllables (entíto-ejíéjíó 
and maskini-ja-Mungu). All five- and six-syllable interjections are small 
analytical phrases originally composed of more elementary segments or 
independent words. All interjections containing four, five, and six sylla-
bles are secondary or have been borrowed from other languages. Nearly 
all trisyllabic interjections are also secondary except for ǂǂǂ and kílome. 
In contrast, primary interjections are disyllabic almost twice as often 
as secondary interjections are. For monosyllabic interjections, almost 
all are primary, the only secondary one being ɲɔɔ́,́ which functions as a 
question word outside of the interjective category. The five interjections 
borrowed from Swahili contain two (e.g. kúmbe), three (e.g. ɉamáni), or 
six syllables (maskini-ja-Mungu) (regarding the distinction between pri-
mary and secondary interjections and the borrowing of interjections, see 
Section 3.2.2, dedicated to morphology).

The vocalic nature of Arusa interjections is a complex matter. It 
is largely correlated with the number of their syllables. That is, mono-
syllabic interjections – all of them primary – tend to exhibit a marked 
vocalic profile, i.e. V(V) or AV(V).16 See, for instance, áí, háé, háí, héé, 
hɛ,́ hóí, hóó, hɔɪ́,́ ɔɔ́,́ úúi, wáí, wóí, and jíé. As illustrated by these exam-
ples, the nucleic vowel is often a diphthong. In contrast, interjections 
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containing three, four, five, and six syllables – which as mentioned 
above are secondary interjections – are not uniquely or predominantly 
vocalic. Instead, in these interjections – see, e.g., ɛnkɛŕai, míkíɉóki, kíbó-
t͡cándesi, and entíto-ejíéjíó – consonants feature abundantly in a man-
ner fully analogous to what typifies ordinary Arusa lexemes. Disyllabic 
interjections attest to a ‘transitory’ or mixed situation. On the one hand, 
the majority of these interjections (e.g. bíris, dédé, edúá, éétáá, kíbó, 
súmú, sjombe, and téɉo) contain genuine consonants similar to what 
typifies multisyllabic lexemes. On the other hand, a substantial group of 
disyllabic interjections, all of which are primary, are vocalic in nature 
(e.g. aaúí, héé-hé, hóó-hóó, ooi, and óóí) like monosyllabic interjective 
lexemes.

The vocalic nature of interjections is additionally visible in the ini-
tial element used. Most interjections, specifically 48, start with a vocalic 
element. This vocalic element may be a pure vowel (31x) (the interjec-
tions thus being onset-less) or an approximant (semi-vowel) (17x). The 
following vowels are attested as the first element of interjections: [e]/
[ɛ] (9x), [a] (9x), [o]/[ɔ] (8x), [i]/[ɪ] (3x), [u]/[ʊ] (2x). Among the 
approximants, [h] is significantly more common (11x) than [j] (3x) 
and [w] (3x). In contrast, only 34 interjections start with a genuine 
consonant ([b], [d], [f], [ɉ], [k], [l], [m], [n], [ɲ], [p], [s], [ʃ], [t], [z], 
[ǂ], and [ǁ]). This general tendency to select a vocalic element and [h] 
among the approximants is again correlated with the number of sylla-
bles exhibited by an interjection and its primary/secondary status. The 
vast majority (21x) of monosyllabic interjections start with a vocalic 
element, typically an approximant (12x), of which the most common is 
[h] (8x: haa, háé, háí, héé, hɛ,́ hóí, hóó, hɔɪ́)́. The other approximants are 
attested less commonly: [w] appears three times (wáí, wóí, wóɉ) and [j] 
once (jíé). Vowels as the first elements are attested 9 times. In contrast, 
genuine consonantal onsets (specifically [f], [k], [ɲ], [p] and [ʃ]) only 
feature in five cases: fíú, kʊ́ák, ɲɔɔ́,́ píú, and ʃíé. It should be noted that, 
as explained above, six additional monosyllabic interjections, i.e. ǂ, mm, 
ḿḿ, ss, zz, and ǁ only contain consonants, i.e. [ǂ], [m], [s], [z], and [ǁ]. 
The situation is different for the 19 interjections that contain three, four, 
five, or six syllables. Only nine such forms start with a vocalic element. 
An [h] approximant is unattested. The only approximant found is [j] 
in jíéjíó-ai. Genuine consonantal onsets are much more common, being 
found in nine tokens: [m] 3x (e.g. maskini); [k] 2x (e.g. kílome); [p] 1x 
(pasɪnáái); and [ɉ] 1x (ɉamáni). Additionally, ǂǂǂ lacks any vocalic ele-
ment. For disyllabic interjections, the situation is, as usual, fuzzy. An 
approximant onset is attested four times. An [h] onset is found three 
times, although always in composites of héé or hóó, i.e. héé-hé, hóó-hóó, 
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and hóó-táá. The other approximant onset is [j] featuring in jóópé. There 
are also 14 disyllabic onset-less interjections, which start with a vowel, 
e.g. aaúí, éro, ɔŕɪd́, and ʊ́ʊ́ʃɔ. Genuine consonantal onsets appear in 13 
tokens: [k] 5x (e.g. kíbó); [s] 4x (e.g. sére); [n] 1x (nombées); [b] 1x 
(bíris); [d] 1x (dédé); and [t] 1x (téɉo). These onsets are thus more com-
mon than onsets containing an approximant, although less common than 
cases of interjections with no genuine consonantal onset (18x).

Arusa interjections occasionally exhibit harmonious patterns, which 
by definition can only arise in lexemes containing more than one syl-
lable. Two types of such patterns are attested: reduplication and vocalic 
harmony. Exact reduplication is rare, only being found in two disyllabic 
interjections: hóó-hóó and dédé (although in this latter interjection, no 
true replicative mechanisms have ever operated; see Section 3.2.2). 
Partial reduplication is attested in héé-hé (see 3.2.2). One interjection, i.e. 
ǂǂǂ, exhibits a triplicated phonetic structure [ǂ.ǂ.ǂ]. Additionally, there 
are few interjections that exhibit patterns whose components superfi-
cially look like partial reduplication: entíto-ejíéjíó, ójíéjíó-ai, jíéjíó-ai, and 
leláá-káke. However, in these cases, similar to dédé mentioned above, 
no true reduplication takes place. Rather, the repetition of identical or 
similar segments results from the root structure of a non-interjective 
lexeme from which the interjection is derived (e.g. entíto ‘girl’ and kake 
‘but’) or it emerges as an epiphenomenon of the concatenation of two or 
more independent lexemes (e.g. leláá in leláá-káke draws on the vocative 
particle le ‘o!’ and the noun laa ‘men’; and ejíéjíó in entíto-ejíéjíó draws on 
the possessive clitic e and the noun jíéjíó ‘mother’). Full vocalic harmony 
is equally rare as it is only found in five disyllabic interjective lexemes: 
bíris, kííti, sére, sógó, and súmú. Of course, like many other lexemes in 
Arusa and Maasai more generally, interjections may be subject to the 
Advanced Tongue Root (ATR) harmony (see Tucker & Mpaayei 1955; 
Baković 2001; Guion, Post & Payne 2004). Overall, the vast majority of 
interjections do not exploit genuine harmonious patterns.

Some interjections are phonetically unstable, thus allowing for oth-
er variants. This is typically due to the lengthening of a nucleic vowel 
found in monosyllabic and disyllabic interjections. As mentioned above, 
héé and hóó – as well as their composites héé-hé and hóó-hóó – regularly 
allow for an extralong pronunciation as [héːː] and [hóːː], respectively. 
The same applies to ɲɔɔ́ ́whose nucleic vowel can be realized with three 
([ɲɔ́ː ː]) or even more morae. Similarly, interjections containing a short 
vowel in one of their syllables (e.g. éro) or in the only syllable (e.g. 
hɛ)́ may lengthen it to two or more morae (i.e. [éroː(ː)]). Lengthening 
may also involve consonants, especially if the consonant is syllabic. As 
explained in the previous paragraphs, the interjections ss, zz, ḿḿ, and 
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mm often exhibit an extralong realization as [sːː↓], [zːː], [ḿ̤ːː], and mm 
[mːː↓] or even more exaggerated long pronunciations. 

All Arusa interjections are marked for tone. This fact is, however, 
not particularly noteworthy since tone is a pervasive feature of Arusa 
phonology and plays an important function in the morphology of this lan-
guage. Two main tone values are contrastive: low tone and high tone (cf. 
Tucker & Mapaayei 1955; Levergood 1987; Payne 2012; Karani 2018). In 
general, no tonal patterns can be identified as specific to interjections. In 
other words, all tonal arrangements are attested (with H= high, L= low): 
HL bíris, HH ɔŕɪd́, LH aiséé, and LL sjombe. However, among all patterns, 
one seems to be particularly frequent: 21 out of 31 disyllabic interjec-
tions exhibit a high tone on the first syllable: e.g. bíris, éro, óóí, ɔŕɪd́, sére. 
Significantly, a few interjections that differ in meaning are only distin-
guished by different tonal patterns. For example, áíʃ expressing surprise 
exhibits a tonal pattern that is different from aiʃ expressing sympathy. 
Similarly, ooi expressing sympathy and óóí expressing astonishments and 
despair differ only by tone. The interjection mm [mː↓] expressing the sen-
sation of good smell is differentiated from ḿḿ [ḿ̤ː↑] expressing bad smell 
by tone, the direction of airstream, and phonation.

Nearly all interjections can be pronounced in an exclamatory man-
ner. This often implies increased energy, louder volume, and greater 
intensity. The extent of this exclamatory pronunciation usually depends 
on the degree of emotions that need to be expressed. In all such cases, 
interjections typically bear a full accent. Lastly, ḿḿ is regularly accom-
panied by a marked ‘murmured’ phonation – breathy voice [ḿ̤ː]; while 
ḁḁħ is whispered.

3.2.2. Morphology
Arusa interjections attest to both simple and complex morphology. 

The extent of morphological simplicity or complexity largely depends on 
the status of an interjection as either primary or secondary.

Nearly all primary interjections exhibit a simple mono-morphemic 
structure. This applies to both interjections that are primary from the 
beginning of their grammatical life and lexemes that may have acquired 
their primary status through the interjectionalization of originally non-
interjective forms, thus passing through a stage of secondary interjec-
tions. To be exact, 49 primary interjections out of 54 are indivisible – at 
least synchronically – into more fragmentary meaningful components. 
All such lexemes are monosyllabic (e.g. áχ, áí, áíʃ, háé, háí, kʊ́ák, úúi, jíé) 
or disyllabic (e.g. bíris, éétáá, éɉi, kíbo, kíru, sére, sógó, jóópe). 

In five cases, the morphology of primary interjections is more com-
plex. The interjections héé-hé and hóó-hóó are built around the segments 
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héé and hóó, respectively – all of which are primary interjections. The 
interjection ǂǂǂ draws on another primary interjective segment, i.e. ǂ, 
that is replicated three times.17 The initial segments in hóó-táá and kíbó-
t͡cándesi also correspond to more elementary, primary interjections. In 
contrast, the final segments of hóó-táá and kíbó-t͡cándesi are unattested 
as independent lexemes in Arusa. Nevertheless, as the element táá is also 
found in the lexeme éétáá, and t͡cándesi may have been borrowed from 
the Rutara languages where it had earlier been adapted from the English 
noun Charles (Muzale 1998: 39), it is possible that táá and t͡cándesi too 
were at some stage of their development independent and separable 
morphemes. Overall, the lexemes héé-hé, hóó-hóó, hóó-táá, ǂǂǂ, and kíbó-
t͡cándesi demonstrate that primary interjections sometimes make – or 
made – use of compounding mechanisms. However, the only elements 
that can be merged are primary interjections themselves or vocatives 
in the case of t͡cándesi, if the etymology of this segment is correct. In 
contrast, no primary interjection contains inflectional and derivational 
morphemes. Crucially, the morphology of primary interjections does not 
change whether an interjection is used holophrastically or as part of a 
sentence, and whether such sentences are active or impersonal-passive.

The 23 secondary interjections tend to exhibit a multi-morphemic 
structure. This structural complexity reflects their nominal, pronominal, 
verbal, or phrasal origin. In other words, secondary interjections often 
preserve inflectional and derivational morphemes, as well as make use 
of compounding mechanisms – all of which are typical of the non-inter-
jective lexical or phrasal sources from which these interjections derive.

13 secondary interjections derive from nouns. Six such interjections 
contain typical nominal morphemes. This includes: the singular markers, 
feminine e- (see ɛnkái lit. ‘God’, ɛnkɛŕai lit. ‘child’, and entíto lit. ‘girl’; see 
also the first e in entíto-ejíéjíó) and masculine o- (see ɔlkɪĺa lit. ‘garment’), the 
plural marker ɪ- (see ɪlmʊ́ran lit. ‘the warriors’ and ɪltwáti lit. ‘the men of a 
particular age-set’), and the gender markers, the feminine n- (see again entíto 
lit. ‘girl’, ɛnkái lit. ‘the God’, and ɛnkɛŕai lit. ‘the child’) and the masculine 
l- (ɪlmʊ́ran ‘the warriors’ and ɪltwáti ‘the men of a particular age-set’).18 Three 
interjections make use of bare nominal roots: kúáde lit. ‘congratulation(s)’, 
nombéés lit. ‘God’, and súmú lit. ‘poison’ (originally borrowed into Arusa 
from Swahili).19 In one case, such a prefix-less root is accompanied by pos-
sessive affixes, specifically the 1st person singular -ai ‘my’, which is typi-
cally used with feminine singular heads (cf. Karani 2018: 32): jíéjíó-ai ‘my 
mother’ (see also ójíéjíá-ai and pasɪnáái discussed below). Interjections may 
also draw on nouns preceded by the vocative particle le ‘o!’: le-máásai lit. ‘o 
Maasai (people)’.20 An interjection that is built around a noun with a voca-
tive element (le or o ‘o!’) may contain an additional segment, for instance, 
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the abovementioned possessive -ai ‘my’ (ojíéjíá-ai lit. ‘o my mother’) or the 
adverbial/particle káke ‘but’ (leláá-káke lit. ‘o, but men’).21

There is one example of a secondary interjection (i.e. entíto-ejíéjíó) 
that draws on two nouns connected through a genitive relationship 
marked by the clitic e-. The first segment in entíto-ejíéjíó is entíto ‘girl’ 
that consists itself of the root tito and the singular feminine prefix e-n-. 
The second segment is the root jíéjíó ‘mother’ linked to the first segment 
through the genitive morpheme e – a typical linker connecting feminine 
heads with their feminine singular dependents (Tucker & Mpaayei 1955: 
3). In sum, entíto-ejíéjíó may be divided into five morphemes: e-n-títo-e-
jíéjíó, lit. ‘(the) girl of (my) mother’.

It should be noted that nouns that are used as secondary interjec-
tions or, together with other elements (e.g. gender/number prefixes, 
vocatives, possessives, and adverbials), appear as parts of secondary 
interjections, regularly exhibit the so-called nominative tonal pattern. 
This concords with the fact that the nominative tonal pattern is typi-
cal of vocative nouns in Arusa and, more generally, Maasai (Tucker & 
Mpaayei 1955; Karani 2018: 20).

Four secondary interjections are directly derived from verbs. As a 
result, they exhibit verbal inflectional morphemes: person-number and 
tense-aspect-mood markers. Áítíŋo lit. ‘I am finished’ makes use of two 
inflectional morphemes that accompany the root itiŋ, namely the 1st per-
son singular prefix a-22 and the perfective suffix -o. The interjection edúá 
lit. ‘it is bitter’ contains the root dua ‘be bitter’, the 3rd person singular 
prefix e-, and the non-perfective middle (‘neuter’) suffix a. The interjec-
tion míkíɉóki lit. ‘(you) don’t tell me’ draws on a negative imperative.23 It 
exhibits the prefix ki- (2nd person singular acting on 1st person singular) 
and the negator mi- that both precede the verb ɉoki ‘tell’ (which itself 
contains the so-called ‘dative’ suffix added to the root ɉo ‘say’). Lastly, the 
interjection téɉo lit. ‘say’ derives from the singular imperative marked by 
the prefix te- heading the root ɉo ‘say’ (cf. Tucker & Mpaayei 1955: 57).

Two secondary interjections draw on pragmatic or modal particles 
of which the most initial sources were, in turn, inflected verbs. Thus, 
inversely, even though these interjections ultimately derive from verbs 
– like áítíŋo, edúá, míkíɉóki, and téɉo analyzed above – their interjection-
alization more likely stemmed from an interjective use of particles into 
which certain forms of these verbs had previously been grammaticalized. 
First, the interjection ákú derives from the homophonous ‘rhetorical par-
ticle’ used to ‘request [… additional] information’ that can be translated 
as could it be? or is it right? (cf. Payne & Ole-Kotikash 2008). One of its 
cognates in other Maasai varieties is eaku (ibidem), marked by the pre-
fix e. This form corresponds to the 3rd person singular of the verb a-aku 
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‘become’, i.e. ‘it will be’ used as an interrogative in this context – ‘will 
it be?’. In Arusa, the form eaku has undergone a further phonological 
assimilation and reduction. It may surface as aaku [áːku] (with the assimi-
lation of [ɛa] to [aː]) or, much more commonly, it may be pronounced 
with a short vowel as ákú (with the reduction of the bimoraic [aː] to its 
monomoraic counterpart [a]). Second, the interjection dédé derives from 
a homophonous particle ‘indeed’. This particle is a phonologically and 
morphologically reduced form of the verb a-dédé ‘be true, correct, right’ 
inflected in the 3rd person singular, i.e. edédé ‘it is true’ (cf. Payne & Ole-
Kotikash 2008). In Arusa, this verbal morphology has entirely been lost in 
the lexeme dédé both in its use as a particle and as an interjection.

Two further secondary emotive interjections draw on conative atten-
tion getters or routine phatic particles. The lexeme pasɪnáái derives from 
pasɪna ai ‘my dear’ used in direct addresses (cf. Payne & Ole-Kotikash 
2008). The exact origin of the element pasɪna is unknown. The element 
ai is the 1st person singular possessive ‘my’ used with feminine singular 
heads (compare with jíéjíó-ai discussed above).24 This suggests that the 
original source of pasɪna might have been a feminine noun. It should 
also be noted that the root sɪna ‘poverty, problem, poor’ is attested in 
other dialects and the prefix pa(r)- is sometimes used vocatively. The 
other lexeme is éro. This emotive interjection most likely derives from a 
homophonous conative and/or phatic form employed to address and draw 
the attention of a male interlocutor of the same age as the female speaker, 
or younger (cf. Payne & Ole-Kotikash 2008; see also ēro defined as an 
imperative ‘look or come here’ by Hinde 1901: 37). This conative/phatic 
function is indeed the most common among all functions of éro in Arusa.25

Lastly, ɲɔɔ́ ́ derives from the homophonous interrogative pronomi-
nal base -ɲɔɔ́ ́ ‘what’. The interrogative ɲɔɔ́ ́ only allows for inanimate 
referents and is usually headed by the question particle ka-, e.g. ká-ɲɔɔ́ ́
ítádua? ‘what did you see?’ (Karani 2018: 30) and/or gender inflectional 
markers, e.g. ai-ɲɔɔ́ ́ijíéu? ‘what do you want?’ (Tucker & Mpaayei 1955: 
26-27; see also Payne & Ole-Kotikash 2008). In its interjective uses, ɲɔɔ́ ́
fails to exhibit any such morphemes.

Overall, even though secondary interjections may contain inflec-
tions and derivations, these are properties of their original segments, not 
the interjectionalized forms themselves. In other words, inflectional and 
derivational markers are historical remnants of non-interjective sources 
instead of constituting some types of ‘interjectivizers’. No inflection or 
derivation is specific to interjections – whether primary or secondary.

It should also be noted that several primary interjections exhibit 
a structure that suggests that, diachronically, they might have derived 
from secondary interjections and ultimately non-interjective inputs. 
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Such interjections are: kíbó, kííti, kíru, kílome, and sjombe. Specifically, 
the fact that these lexemes do not exhibit a prototypical, monosyllabic 
and purely vocalic form (A/H)V(V), but instead contain two or three syl-
lables and genuine consonants, suggests that they have not been primary 
from their emergence. Rather, their morphological indivisibility – and 
thus simplicity – is due to profound interjectionalization and the even-
tual inaccessibility to the original sources and their morphology.

The last group of emotive interjections is attributed to Swahili 
influence. The lexemes aiséé, ɉamani, kúmbe, maskini, and the compos-
ite expression maskini-ja-Mungu have all been borrowed from roughly 
homophonous Swahili interjections (see Eastman 1983: 163, 173, 177-
178, Almasi, Fallon & Wared 2014: 371-373). We have included such 
forms in the set of Arusa emotive interjections because they commonly 
feature in discourses (monologues or dialogues) that are otherwise con-
structed entirely with genuine Arusa material. These interjections are 
also viewed by native speakers as inherent parts of their Arusa reper-
toire. We classify these forms as neither primary nor secondary interjec-
tions from the perspective of the recipient language, i.e. Arusa. Strictly 
speaking, they should be treated as primary interjections as their usage 
in Arusa is limited to an emotive function (i.e. they cannot be employed 
in a non-interjective quality, e.g. as nouns, adjectives, or adverbs). 
Furthermore, the morphological structure of these interjections is for-
eign to the Arusa grammatical system – the five forms being unseg-
mentable into more basic Arusa units. However, as virtually all Arusa 
Maasais are also Swahili speakers, they are aware of the composition-
ality of at least some of those borrowed interjections and the role that 
the various morphemes play in the respective source expressions in the 
donor language. To be exact, in Swahili, ɉamani is the plural form of the 
singular interjection ɉama extended by the pluralizer -ni (Almasi, Fallon 
& Wared 2014: 372; see also Eastman 1983: 177). The interjection mas-
kini also originally derives from a noun, specifically ‘a poor (person)’ 
(Almasi, Fallon & Wared 2014: 373). Both ɉamaa and maskini were bor-
rowed into Swahili from Arabic. In addition to maskini, the interjection 
maskini-ja-Mungu contains the noun Mungu ‘god’ connected to its ante-
cedent by the possessive ya of class 9 as required by the noun maskini. 
Aiséé and kúmbe are mono-morphemic in Swahili. Aiséé itself has been 
borrowed into Swahili from English and originally corresponds to the 
analytical expression I see (Almasi, Fallon & Wared 2014: 371). Kúmbe is 
probably related to the homophonous conjunction, particle, or discourse 
marker kúmbe ‘but’ widely used in Swahili (cf. Dunn 1990: 158-164).

Overall, interjections, especially the primary ones, exhibit anomalous 
morphology. Arusa is a highly agglutinative language (see Hollis 1905 
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and Tucker & Mpaayei 1955 for Kenyan Maasai, and Andrason & Karani 
2017a: 209 and Karani 2018: 118 for Tanzanian varieties specifically) and 
words of most lexical classes – e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, 
adverbs, and numerals – exhibit a complex structure being built around 
a root and prefixes and/or suffixes. Primary interjections do not comply 
with this and, as demonstrated above, tend to exhibit a simple and mono-
morphemic form. Similarly, in their totality, Arusa interjections may be 
viewed as lexically opaque. That is, their word structure does not auto-
matically associate them with determined types of functions and mean-
ings, namely, the expression of feelings and sensations. Indeed, the differ-
ences in the morphology between interjections such as óó or ǂ (primary), 
entíto-ejíéjíó or míkíɉóki (secondary), and maskini-ja-Mungu (borrowed) 
make it practically impossible to establish a clear dependency between an 
emotive function and a specific form. Therefore, as is typical of interjec-
tions across languages (cf. Andrason 2021; see also Nübling 2001, 2004), 
the morphological structure of a lexeme is not sufficient to postulate its 
inclusion in – or exclusion from – the interjective category. Such a catego-
rial inclusion/exclusion must be established for each lexeme separately. 
This contrasts with most nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, and 
numerals, in case of which morphology can be used as a relatively reliable 
classificatory device. However, at least for primary interjections, their 
extra-systematic form may paradoxically be viewed as one of the possible 
exponents of an emotive function in the Arusa language – probably the 
most salient one. Accordingly, the morphological opacity of this class of 
interjections would perhaps be lower (cf. Andrason 2021).

3.2.3. Syntax
All emotive interjections analyzed in this study can function holo-

phrastically as non-elliptical complete utterances. Holophrastic interjec-
tions are always ‘convertible’ into predicative structures – for instance, 
ooi (16a) and ɉamáni (16b) can be reformulated into expressions such 
as aiŋásie ‘I am shocked’ or áátígíle tau ‘I am disappointed’. The clearest 
examples of holophrastic uses arise in cases where an interjection con-
stitutes the only element in a conversational turn, be it a dialogue (16a) 
or monologue (16b) (see also (1), (10), (13), and (15a) in Section 3.1). 
In (16a), speaker A informs his interlocutor (speaker B) about the death 
of a close relative. To express his shock mixed with sadness and compas-
sion, the other man (speaker B) utters the interjection ooi. This inter-
jection suffices to convey the speaker’s message and no other words or 
morphemes are necessary to render the utterance grammatical. In (16b), 
a woman realizes that she forgot to give her child money for transport. 
After a time, angry at herself and disappointed with her own action, she 
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shouts the interjection ɉamáni. Again, no other grammatical elements are 
needed to make her feelings manifest and the utterance grammatical.

(16) a. A:  É-twa ɔ-l-ákwi lai.
   3-die.perf sg-m-uncle sg.m.my
   ‘My uncle is dead’.
  B:  Ooi!
   intj
   ‘Ooi!’
 b. A:  Á-tó-ríkín-e  impésai!
   1sg-perf-forget-perf money
   ‘I forgot about the money!’
  B:  Ɉamáni!
   intj
   ‘Ɉamáni!’

Although holophrasticity is always grammatical, interjections may 
form parts of larger utterances (see entíto in (17) below; see also (2b), 
(3c), (4a-c), (6a), (7a)). 

(17)  Éntíto, é-ewú-o ɔ-l-kársis.
  intj 3-come-perf sg-m-rich
  ‘Éntíto, the rich man has come’.

The syntactic behavior exhibited by interjections employed in such 
non-holophrastic uses is not systematic. That is, contrary to nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, adverbs, adpositions, conjunctions, and particles, Arusa interjec-
tions resist integration into the clause syntax: they are unable to constitute 
structural elements of a clause and entertain specific syntactic functions. 
Three clusters of properties illustrate this lack of syntactic integration.

First, Arusa interjections cannot function as predicates projecting syn-
tactic roles to other components of a clause and determining that clause’s 
possible valency pattern(s). In (18a), the predicative use of the interjec-
tion wáí is ungrammatical. That is, wáí may not constitute a predicate that 
would be coindexed with the 1st person subject argument (see the inde-
pendent pronoun nanʊ ‘I’) and project the object ɛndáa ‘food’. In (18b), 
the interjection wóɉ cannot be marked for subject by the 1st person singular 
prefix a- contrary to all intransitive verbs. This property is also related to 
the fact that, as explained in 3.2.2, interjections do not host inflections and, 
therefore, the agglutination of external or internal arguments into the inter-
jective base is ungrammatical. When secondary interjections derived from 
verbs (e.g. edúá, áítíŋo, míkíɉóki, and téɉo) are used predicatively, they do 
not exhibit interjective properties. For example, edúá lit. ‘it is bitter’ in (18c) 
functions as a mere verb describing the property of food.
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(18) a. *Nanʊ wáí ɛ-n-dáa.
  I intj sg-f-food
  Intended meaning: ‘I despise food’.
 b. *A-wóɉ.
  1sg-intj
  Intended meaning: ‘I am sad’.
 c. E-dúá ɛ-n-dáa.
  3-be_bitter.ipf sg-f-food
  ‘The food is bitter’.

Second, interjections are never projected by the verb: they cannot act 
as internal (primary or secondary object) or external (subject) arguments. 
Their use as adjuncts is also very problematic. Example (19a), in which 
the interjection kííti is intended to be used as an object of the verb átágóre 
‘feel, experience’, is ungrammatical. If secondary interjections derived 
from nouns (e.g. ɛnkɛŕai, entíto, ɔlkɪĺa ɪlmʊ́ran, ɪltwáti, ɛnkái) are employed 
as arguments, they do not exhibit interjective character. For instance, in 
(19b), ɛnkɛŕai ‘child’, which can function as a secondary interjection (see 
3.2.2 above), is used as the subject of the verb iɲaŋ ‘buy’. However, in 
this role, ɛnkɛŕai can only be analyzed as a noun – never as an interjection 
expressing the emotional state of the speaker. Importantly, noun-based 
lexemes that in their interjective uses appear in a bare prefix-less form, 
‘restore’ the appropriate gender-number prefixes when employed as argu-
ments or adjuncts. For instance, in (19c), the base kúádé – which can be 
used as a secondary interjection – is marked by the masculine singular 
prefix ɔl- as required from its object function. In this function, however, 
kúádé is no longer used as an interjection but rather as a canonical noun. 
Similarly, noun-based secondary interjections, which in their interjective 
usage regularly exhibit a nominative tonal marking, ‘restore’ their accusa-
tive marking if they are used as genuine nouns and object arguments.26

(19) a. *Á-tá-góre kííti.
  1sg-perf-feel intj
  Intended meaning: ‘I feel anger’.
 b. Ɛ-n-kɛŕai é-iɲáŋ-áka ɛ-n-dáa.
  sg-f-child 3-buy-perf.dat sg-f-food
  ‘He bought food for the child’.
 c. Í-rɪẃ-áka e-n-títo eɲe ɔ-l-kʊ́áde.
  3-send-perf sg-f-girl sg.his/her sg-m-congratulations
  ‘He congratulated his/her daughter’.

Third, interjections do not usually modify the predicate, arguments, 
and adjuncts. Although this incapacity to function as a modifier is typi-
cal of most uses, and indeed when asked to provide canonical examples 
of the use of any given interjection, speakers never construct sentences 
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with interjections modifying other components of the sentence, the 
modifier-usage of interjections is sometimes grammatical. The elements 
possibly modified by interjections are verbs, adjectives, and adverbs; the 
interjections that are most prone to be employed as modifiers are prima-
ry interjections; and the most common modifying function is emphasis 
or intensification of the meaning conveyed by the element being modi-
fied. For instance, in (20a), the interjection fíú modifies the verb eŋu 
‘stink’ intensifying its meaning. Similarly, in (20b), the interjection ɔŕɪd́ 
intensifies the adverb abaraki ‘thoroughly’. Certainly, one may hesitate 
in such cases when considering whether the lexemes fíú and ɔŕɪd́ are still 
genuine interjections or have rather (at least partially) been grammati-
calized into some types of modal particles and/or adverbials of degree. 

(20) a. E-ŋu fíú ene!
  3-stink intj here
  ‘It stinks fíú here!’27

 b. Á-ár abaraki ɔŕɪd́!
  1sg-beat thoroughly intj!
  ‘I will beat you thoroughly ɔŕɪd́!’

Holophrastic interjections are not susceptible to syntactic opera-
tions that are grammatical in Arusa. They cannot be negated, inter-
rogated, and impersonal-passivized. In other words, they cannot be 
reformulated to express the idea of the absence of a feeling or sensation, 
to question the experience of a certain emotion, or to communicate 
some type of impersonal occurrence. For example, the interjection kííti 
expressing anger cannot be negated by means of a negator, e.g. mV- or 
itu-, to communicate lack of anger. Similarly, kílome expressing surprise 
cannot be headed by the typical interrogative particles k- and ai-, should 
the speaker intend to query the experience of this emotion. This distin-
guishes such interjection-utterances from utterances built around canon-
ical clauses containing predicates. 

The above implies that, in their non-holophrastic uses, the read-
ing of an interjection is not affected by a negative, interrogative, or 
impersonal-passive form of the sentence in which it occurs. For instance, 
in (21a), the fact that the interjection kííti belongs to a sentence that 
contains a negative clause malo aaŋ ‘I will not go home’ has no bearing 
on the polarity of the interjection itself. Similarly, in (21b), the inter-
rogative clause kaɲɔɔ́ ́ ítéɉo ‘What did you say?’ does not cancel out the 
affirmative value of the interjection kílome and does not convert it into 
an interrogative variant. These facts are related to another property of 
interjections: that they entertain their own illocutionary force, which 
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may be different from the illocutionary force of the remaining part of a 
sentence.

(21) a. M-a-lo aaŋ, kííti!
  neg-1sg-go home intj
  ‘I will not go home, kííti!’
 b. Ka-ɲɔɔ́ ́ í-té-ɉo, kílome!?
  what-thing 2sg-perf-say intj
  ‘What did you say, kílome!?’

Arusa interjections usually do not enter into constructions with 
other words. This observation may be supported by nearly all examples 
provided thus far. Two types of common exceptions are nevertheless 
attested. First, interjections form constructions with other interjections. 
An interjection may be replicated, or it may be accompanied by other 
interjections. In both cases, interjections yield analytical interjective 
sequences ((22a); see also (14a) above). Second, interjections often form 
constructions with vocative nouns, either bare or headed by one of the 
vocative particles (e.g. le in (22b)), or with pronouns used vocatively 
(e.g. ijie ‘you’ in (22c)). While the word order of such vocative construc-
tions is not fixed, the preferred sequence by far is interjection + voca-
tive. In contrast, the ability of interjections to form constructions with 
verbs, adverbs, adjectives, and non-vocative nouns and pronouns is 
extremely limited. However, as explained above, interjections may very 
rarely be used as modifiers of verbs, adverbs, and adjectives, thus enter-
ing into construction with those types of lexemes (see (20a-b)).

(22) a. Hóó-táá jíé, nco í-éwúo.
  intj intj good_that 2sg-come.perf
  ‘Hóó-táá jíé, it is good you have come’.
 b. Héé le pájian, kóree nkɛŕa?
  intj voc man where children
  ‘Héé man, where are the children?’
 c. ʃíé ijíé, ka-ɲɔɔ́ ́ í-tá-máɲ-ie ena aɉi?
  intj you what-thing 2sg-perf-live-instr this house
  ‘ʃíé you, why did you move in into this house?’

When used within a sentence, interjections tend to occupy peripheral 
positions. According to native informants, the most common is the initial 
position with the interjection appearing at the left edge of the sentence, 
as illustrated by jóópe in (23a) (the many examples introduced thus far 
substantiate this claim extensively). Less common, although grammatical, 
is a final position – the interjection appearing at the right edge of the sen-
tence, as illustrated by ɪlmʊ́ran in (23b) (see also (20b) and (21a-b)).
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(23) a. Jóópe, tá-pala ɔ-l-pájian lai!
  intj imp-leave sg-m-man sg.m.my
  ‘Jóópe, leave my husband!’
 b. Á-tá-ar-a ɔ-l-ŋátuɲ, ɪlmʊ́ran!
  1sg-perf-kill-perf sg-m-lion intj
  ‘I killed a lion, ɪlmʊ́ran!’

While sentence-peripheral positions of interjections are common 
and/or fully grammatical, their sentence-internal placement is much 
more constrained, being virtually limited to three specific cases. First, 
an interjection may appear between two clauses that belong to a single 
sentence (see úúí placed between nele ɔlásurái ‘there is a snake here’ and 
wóu táŋáduaki ‘come help me’ in (24a)). Second, an interjection may 
appear as the second or further element in a sentence, when following 
another interjection and/or a vocative noun (see the interjection zzz that 
is preceded by the vocative noun le mʊrran ‘young man’ and another 
interjective lexeme, i.e. ojíé, in (24b)). Third, an interjection may appear 
as the penultimate element of a sentence or an element more remote 
from the sentence’s end if it is followed by other interjections and/or 
vocatives (see íúʃo that occupies a penultimate position before another 
interjection, i.e. kílome in (24c)). In these two last instances, the phrase 
containing the interjection – sometimes referred to as an interjection 
phrase (Nordgren 2015, Andrason, Hornea & Joubert 2020, Andrason 
& Durán 2021) – would still appear sentence initially or finally (see le 
mʊrran, ojíé, zzz and íúʃo kílome in (24b) and (24c), respectively).

(24) a. Nele ɔ-l-ásurái, úúúí, wou tá-ŋádu-akɪ!
  here.is.m sg-m-snake intj come imp-help-dat
  ‘There is a snake here, úúúí, come help me!’
 b. Le mʊrran, ojíé, zzz, ka-ɲɔɔ́ ́ í-jawu-a? 
  voc young_man intj intj what-thing 2sg-bring-perf
  ‘Young man, ojíé, zzz, what have you brought?’
 c. Á-tá-dua ɛ-n-dára kitok, íúʃo kílome!
  1sg-perf-see sg-f-python big intj intj
  ‘I saw a big python, íúʃo, kílome!’

Almost invariably, interjections occupy a clause-external posi-
tion. Again, they may appear at the left (initial) edge of the clause (see 
ójíéjíó-ai in (25a)) or at its right (final) edge (see kúák in (25b)). This 
property approximates interjections to left or right dislocation and voca-
tives, which all tend to appear clause-externally (cf. Andrason & Karani 
2017a). A clause-internal position of interjections is extremely rare, 
being limited to the scarce instances in which interjections are used as 
modifiers (see example (20a) discussed above).
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(25) a. Ójíéjíó-ai, e-twa ɛ-n-kɪt́ɛŋ.
  intj 3-die sg-f-cow
  ‘Ójíejíai, the cow has died’.
 b. Tú-dúmú-ɲe kʊ́ák!
  imp-wake_up-ref intj
  ‘Wake up kʊ́ák!’

Interjections tend to constitute autonomous prosodic units in a sen-
tence, possibly being separated from its remaining parts by a pause (see 
ɔɔ́ ́ in (26a)). This pause may vary in length, being shorter or longer. In 
cases where an interjection belongs to a larger interjective phrase (see 
ʃíé ena kítok in (26b)), it is the entire phrase, rather than a single inter-
jection comprised within it, that is prosodically separated from the rest 
of the sentence.

(26) a. Ɔ́ɔ,́ í-éwuo kókó-ai.
  intj 2sg-come.perf grandmother-my
  ‘Ɔ́ɔ,́ here you are, my grandmother’.
 b. Ka-ɲɔɔ́ ́ i-jawu-a, ʃíé ena kítok!?
  what-thing 2sg-bring-perf intj this woman
  ‘What have you brought, ʃíé you woman!?’

This prosodic separation of interjections or the interjective phrase 
within which they are contained, is often overtly indicated in written 
texts by punctuation marks, for instance a comma (see the separation 
between píú and eŋu in (27a); see also various examples introduced thus 
far) or ellipsis (see the separation between eɉi and kánu elotu in (27b); 
see also (9) in Section 3.1). The prosodic disjunction of interjections is 
also evident in cases in which an interjection (used holophrastically) and 
the following text are separated by a full stop.

(27) a. Fíú, e-ŋu!
  intj 3-stink
  ‘Fíú, it stinks!’
 b. Éɉi… kánu e-lotu?
  intj when 3-come
  ‘Éɉi… when will he come?’

4. Discussion

The evidence presented in Section 3 allows us to answer the 
research question posed at the beginning of this study, i.e. to determine 
the non-formal (semantic-pragmatic) and formal (phono-morpho-syntac-
tic) profile of the interjective category in Arusa Maasai.
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Regarding semantics: (i) A much larger number of interjective 
tokens concern feelings (79%) than sensations (21%). Among the 
feeling-related interjections, more express negative experiences than 
positive ones. Additionally, 15% of the emotive interjections in Arusa 
are gender sensitive. (ii) The vast majority of emotive interjections are 
polysemous. They may express: all degrees of feelings associated with a 
given domain; emotions related to more than one domain, whether feel-
ings or sensations; and both positive and negative experiences. Sensorial 
interjections are the least polysemous. (iii) Polysemous interjections are 
highly context sensitive with both linguistic (other words and intona-
tion) and extra-linguistic (gestures) features playing an important role in 
the adequate interpretation of their meaning.

Regarding pragmatics: Emotive interjections are often immedi-
ate, semi-automatic, and instinctive reflexes produced in response to 
linguistic and/or extra-linguistic stimuli. The use of interjections may 
however be more deliberate and intentional if they are employed for 
the so-called didactic and discursive purposes. Emotive interjections are 
typically reflexive. Nevertheless, some interjective lexemes, especially 
the sensorial ones, allow for – at least partial – non-reflexive uses, thus 
describing entities other than the speaker themselves. Although all emo-
tive interjections can be monological, their presence in dialogues is not 
exceptional either.

Regarding phonetics: Only a few (and always primary) emotive 
interjections exhibit anomalous sounds such as clicks and gutturals. 
Similarly, only a few (and, again, typically primary) emotive interjec-
tions transgress phonotactic rules by allowing for extralong, trimoraic, 
vowels and consonants, by being pronounced ingressively, or by exhibit-
ing a consonantal nucleus (the interjection being thus entirely built of 
consonants). Emotive interjections tend to exhibit a simple structure 
(77%): monosyllabic (39%) or disyllabic (38%). In contrast, more com-
plex structures are rarer: three syllables (17%) and four/five/six sylla-
bles (6% in total). This simplicity is correlated with the primary status 
of emotive interjections: primary interjections attest to a much stronger 
tendency to exhibit a simple phonetic structure than secondary ones. 
Phonetically simple interjections tend to be vocalic and exhibit a V(V) or 
an AV(V) structure of their syllables. In contrast, phonetically complex 
interjections are not markedly vocalic. Phonetically simple interjections 
tend to start with a vocalic element: an onset approximant (which is pre-
dominant) or a nucleic vowel (being thus onset-less). Complex interjec-
tions do not show this tendency.28 Harmonious patterns are rare; those 
that are present may be true (for primary interjections) or accidental 
(for secondary interjections). Emotive interjections are phonetically 
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unstable. This especially applies to monosyllabic and disyllabic interjec-
tions which regularly allow for the lengthening of short vowels to long 
and that of long vowels to extralong. Tone is a pervasive feature of the 
Arusa sound system and therefore all emotive interjections exhibit deter-
mined tonal patterns. Although no universal tonal pattern is present in 
all interjections, the use of a high tone in the first syllable of disyllabic 
interjections is noticeable. All emotive interjections can be realized with 
exclamatory phonation.

Regarding morphology: Primary emotive interjections (66% of the 
tokens) are overwhelmingly characterized by morphological simplicity, 
whereas for secondary interjections (28% of the tokens), morphological 
complexity is more representative.29 Critically, primary emotive inter-
jections do not contain inflections and derivations, with compounding 
only being attested if the joined elements are interjections (the same 
lexeme or other interjective lexemes) and vocatives. In contrast, second-
ary emotive interjections attest to inflections and derivations, as well 
as a greater variety of compounding mechanisms. This morphological 
segmentability is related to the non-interjective sources of secondary 
interjections and, in some cases, their origin as analytical constructions. 
Overall, inflections and derivations are not properties of interjections 
themselves (whether primary or secondary) and no interjectivizers are 
attested. Primary emotive interjections are morphologically anomalous, 
which is not the case with secondary interjections. If all interjections 
are considered jointly, the category may be viewed as morphologically 
opaque. However, the morphological anomaly of primary interjections 
can also be interpreted as a recognizable structure and the most salient 
exponent of the emotive function in the Arusa language.

Regarding syntax: All emotive interjections can be used holo-
phrastically. When employed in a non-holophrastic manner, emotive 
interjections resist syntactic integration: they cannot act as predicates, 
be projected by the verb, and function as arguments and adjuncts, and, 
with rare exceptions, modify the predicate, arguments, and adjuncts. 
Emotive interjections are not susceptible to syntactic operations. When 
accompanied by a clause that undergoes such operations, the syntactic 
reading of interjections is unaffected, which is related to their illocution-
ary independence. Emotive interjections do not enter into constructions 
with other words with the common exception of other interjections as 
well as vocative nouns and pronouns. Constructions with verbs, adverbs, 
and adjectives are rare and attested only in cases where interjections are 
employed as modifiers. Emotive interjections tend to occupy a peripher-
al position in the sentence, especially initial and, less commonly, final. A 
sentence-internal position is attested if an interjection appears between 
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two clauses, and after or before other peripheral elements, especially 
other interjections and vocatives. Almost invariably, emotive interjec-
tions occupy a clause-external position. Interjections tend to constitute 
autonomous prosodic units in a sentence, being marked by pause. (The 
last three tendencies are violated in rare cases where interjections are 
used as modifiers.)

Overall, our study demonstrates that, when treated holistically, the 
interjective category in Arusa complies with the interjective prototype. 
For some features, some tokens and/or some uses, this compliance is 
total. The most pervasive is the fulfillment of the following properties: 
extensive polysemy and deep context sensitivity, phonetic instability and 
expressive/exclamatory phonation, clause-external position and phono-
logical detachment, as well as the lack of interjection-specific inflections 
and derivations (i.e. interjectivizers) and the incompatibility with syn-
tactic operations and clause-grammar integration. (Of course, tautologi-
cally, emotive semantics are also exceptionless.)

Nevertheless, despite the abovementioned common compliance 
with many prototypical features, for some features, tokens, and/or 
uses, such a compliance is (much) less evident. The least pervasive is 
the fulfillment of the extra-systematicity of sounds and their combina-
tion, as well as the use of harmonious patterns. Indeed, the immense 
majority of interjections do not draw on anomalous vowels, consonants, 
and their clustering, nor do they exploit repetitive configurations of 
sounds. Furthermore, several features are violated under certain condi-
tions. For instance, various sensorial interjections are not polysemous, 
context dependent, or reflexive; in didactic and discursive uses, emo-
tive interjections need not constitute semi-automatic reflexes; dialogical 
uses of emotive interjections are as common as monological; secondary 
emotive interjections do not usually comply with phonetic and mor-
phemic anomaly and simplicity, vocalic nature, and lack of inflections, 
derivations, and compounding; the rare interjective modifiers (in such 
instances, perhaps, assuming a categorical status of particles) are syntac-
tically integrated and violate the non-constructionality of interjections 
and their otherwise common sentence-peripheral and clause-external 
placement, as well as phonological separation; and lastly, all emotive 
interjections may enter into constructions with other interjections and 
vocatives.

Furthermore, the 82 emotive interjections analyzed in this study 
demonstrate that the interjective category envisaged holistically – 
including cognitive, conative, and phatic types – is relatively robust in 
Arusa as impressionistically estimated by Hollis (1905: 101; compare 
with nearly 343 interjections of all types found in Xhosa (Andrason & 
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Dlali 2020) and 42 in Tjwao (Andrason, Fehn & Phiri 2020)). Our result 
is thus contrary to Karani (2018: 50), who sees the Arusa interjective 
category as ‘small’.

From a more general perspective, the range and extent with which 
Arusa emotive interjections comply with and violate the prototypical 
features – and thus these features’ qualitative and quantitative fulfill-
ment – corroborate both the typological significance of the interjective 
prototype and certain regularities in its non-observance. In our view, 
all prototypical features distinguished in previous studies should retain 
their relevance, as is the case of the violations observed across many 
languages. Indeed, prototypical features and certain motivated viola-
tions jointly determine the boundaries and variation of the interjective 
category envisaged holistically. In other words, while the prototypical 
features are relevant given their frequency and/or saliency, the excep-
tions and non-prototypical properties are no less representative of, at 
least, some interjections and determined contexts of use. This rule-
and-exception relevance is especially patent in two cases. First, with 
regard to extra-systematic sounds and sound combinations, it is not 
the frequency of such anomalies that is common of interjections – only 
the possibility of their appearance. As demonstrated in this study, 
anomalous sounds and their clustering are not common in Arusa emo-
tive interjections. However, as a grammatical possibility, they do dis-
tinguish the interjective category from the remaining lexical classes. 
Second, in a fully motivated manner, secondary interjections violate 
several prototypical features associated with the form of emotive inter-
jections in Arusa, especially as far as their phonetics and morphology 
are concerned. 

The most important contribution to the study of the prototypical 
properties of interjections is the observation that primary interjections 
favor onset containing approximants and zero-onsets. Indeed, after a 
revision of the previous work of one of the authors on interjections 
in Polish (Andrason 2021), Xhosa (Andrason & Dlali 2020), Tjwao 
(Andrason, Fehn & Phiri 2020), Biblical Hebrew (Andrason, Hornea & 
Joubert 2020), Ugaritic (Andrason 2020), Canaano-Akkadian (Andrason 
& Vita 2021), and Biblical Aramaic (Andrason & Hutchison 2020), it is 
evident to us that #AV and #V initial syllables and thus A/∅ onsets are 
the most typical and the most salient of all syllables and onsets found in 
primary emotive interjections across languages.

Lastly, the results of the present study may be used to postulate 
four further hypotheses that expand beyond the scope imposed by our 
research question. Goddard’s (2013) proposal assumes that “cultures 
which favor the regulation of emotion tend to develop more secondary 
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interjections [… while] primary interjections are used more in societies 
in which expressive behavior is more highly valued” (Goddard 2013: 
9). From this, one may first hypothesize the following: since primary 
interjective tokens are more than twice as common as secondary ones in 
Arusa, expressive behavior should be favored in the Arusa community. 
Second, since the semantic domain with the largest number of tokens 
concerns negative feelings, one may wonder whether this too is a reflex 
of Arusa social relationships or whether, on the contrary, it is a typical 
property of the interjective lexical class across languages. Third, a simi-
lar question may emerge given that, contrary to the vast majority of the 
languages we have researched thus far – whether Bantu, Khoisan, Indo-
European, or Semitic – nearly a sixth of Arusa emotive interjections are 
gendered. Thus, is there a stricter male-female polarization of the Arusa 
society?30 Fourth, given the number of secondary interjections, the fol-
lowing hierarchy of derivability – or hierarchy of interjectionalization 
– may be hypothesized: nouns are more interjectionalizable than verbs; 
verbs are, in turn, more interjectionalizable than modal/pragmatic par-
ticles and phatic/conative elements; and pronouns are the least interjec-
tionalizable.31 All these hypotheses remain to be verified.

5. Conclusion

The present study established a detailed profile of the interjective 
category in Arusa Maasai. Using a typologically-based and prototype-
driven approach to interjectionality, we tested 82 emotive interjec-
tions, previously identified in fieldwork in the Arusha region, for their 
compliance with non-formal (semantic and pragmatic) and formal 
(phonological, morphological, and syntactic) features associated with 
emotive interjections across languages. The analysis demonstrates that, 
when treated holistically, the category of interjections complies with the 
interjective prototype – in case of some features, tokens, and/or uses, 
this compliance is indeed total. Nevertheless, in case of other features, 
tokens, and/or uses, such compliance is less evident, sometimes even 
marginal. Overall, we propose that both compliances and violations are 
significant for emotive interjections in Arusa (and across languages, in 
general) as they jointly determine the boundaries and variations of the 
interjective category envisaged globally.
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Abbreviations

1, 2, 3 = first, second, third person; > = subject (1st, 2nd, 3rd per-
son) acting upon object (1st, 2nd, 3rd person); A = approximant; apas = 
antipassive; caus = causative; C = consonant; dat = dative; f = fem-
inine; H = guttural/laryngeal (h-type sounds); imp = imperative; insf 
= intensifier; instr = instrumental; intj = interjection; ipf = imper-
fective; impr = impersonal-passive; m = masculine; mt = motion 
towards; neg = negative; perf = perfective aspect; pl = plural; prog 
= progressive aspect; ref = reflexive; rel = relativizer; sg = singular; 
subj = subjunctive; V = vowel; voc = vocative; ↑ = egressive pro-
nunciation; ↓ = ingressive pronunciation; for further details on phonetic 
symbols, see §3 and §3.2.1.

Notes

1  Together with Kisongo and Parakuyo, Arusa forms a cluster of Tanzanian Maasai 
dialects. Arusa exhibits a number of lexical and grammatical differences with Kenyan 
Maasai (Andrason & Karani 2019; cf. Vossen 1988). Arusa speakers also have their 
own linguistic and ethnic identity, clearly distinct from other Maasai communities 
(Andrason & Karani 2019: 177).
2  We follow the distinction between formal and non-formal features and the ter-
minology used by Andrason & Dlali (2020: 164-165), Andrason, Fehn & Phii (2020), 
and Andrason & Hutchison (2020: 4). This distinction corresponds to the traditional 
division between form/structure and meaning/function.
3  Conative interjections concern volitive states: they express wishes and commands 
and are used to draw attention. Phatic interjections concern the speaker’s attitude 
“towards the on-going discourse” (Ameka 1992: 114) and are used to establish, main-
tain, or terminate the communicative channel. There are also cognitive interjections, 
which concern the state of knowledge and thought processes of the speaker (see 
Ameka 1992, 2006; Wierzbicka 2003; Stange & Nübling 2014; Goddard 2013).
4  Common exceptions are (other) interjections and vocative nouns or pronouns.
5  Critically, when used in negative, interrogative, and passive sentences, an emo-
tive interjection maintains its own, characteristic illocutionary force, which may be 
different from the force of the rest of that sentence.
6  In general, exclamations are not considered to be genuine members of the inter-
jective category in most studies. If they are included in the category, they are located 
in its outermost periphery (Ameka 199; Andrason & Dlali 2020).
7  We are fully aware that joy, admiration, happiness, and euphoria differ in more 
than the extent of excitement. The same applies to all the other feelings that, in this 
section, are grouped into clusters. That is, differences among the feelings forming 
each cluster are more than purely quantitative. Nevertheless, since (a) each cluster 
can be organized along an axis reflecting the degree of a particular emotive behavior 
and (b) an interjection compatible with one feeling belonging to a cluster is usually 
also compatible with all the other feelings included in it, we find such scalar clusters 
(e.g. from joy to euphoria and from displeasure to fury; see below) useful. 
8  As is common in interjective scholarship (see for example Andrason & Dlali 
2020, Andrason, Fehn & Phiri 2020, Andrason & Karani 2021; Heine 2023), in the 
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numbered examples, the relevant interjections – marked in deitalicized script – are 
glossed with the abbreviation intj. Furthermore, given the difficulty of translating 
interjections widely recognized in scholarly literature, we do not render the inter-
jective lexemes found in the numbered examples with their English equivalents. 
Instead, following the approach employed in recent studies on interjections, we use 
the original lexeme in italics as part of the English translation and explain its mean-
ing in the main text introducing the example (i.e. we identify the emotion(s) and/or 
sensation(s) this interjection communicates).
9  The use of the interjection ɔŕɪd́ carries an additional nuance of threat: if the boy 
does not follow the order, he will be punished.
10  Kakúi is a vocative term used to address children, besides its primary sense, 
ɔlkakui ‘an old man’. 
11  Men may use the lexemes óó, éíʃ, or wóɉ.
12  We understand polysemy as the ability to express more than one sense. In other 
words, the compatibility of an interjection with distinct feelings and sensations (some 
of them being even opposite) is interpreted as large semantic potential and thus poly-
semy. 
13  Accordingly, in such uses, interjections not only convey emotive nuances, i.e. the 
feelings experienced by the speaker, but also communicate the speaker’s volitional 
state and, thus, contain a conative component. Since the emotive facet is still highly 
relevant, we have included such uses and interjections in our database. 
14  Thus, fricatives, nasals, and clicks may function as syllabic consonants in interjec-
tions.
15  In several interjections, the presence of extralong vowels is certainly pragmati-
cally motivated, which means that we deal with prosodic lengthening rather than a 
phonological property. Nevertheless, for the lexemes mentioned in this paragraph, 
trimoraic length is equally phonological as bimoraic length. That is, both types of 
length are equally entrenched and the use of an extralong vowel need not be moti-
vated by pragmatic factors.
16  The symbol A stands for an ‘approximant’. As approximants are types of semi-
vowels, some of them being even described as voiceless vowels, we consider them as 
not genuine consonantal material.
17  The semantic potential of ǂ and ǂǂǂ overlap given that both can express shock. 
This would be consistent with the derivation of ǂǂǂ from ǂ through its triplication. It 
should however be noted that the semantic potential of ǂ is broader than that of ǂǂǂ 
as ǂ may also express surprise, anger, and annoyance.
18  Regarding gender and number nominal morphemes in Maasai see Tucker & 
Mpaayei (1955: 3-6). For the form and use of these morphemes in Tanzanian Maasai 
varieties consult Karani (2018: 22-25).
19  This means that Arusa contains the word esumu ‘poison’ that can be used in non-
interjective functions.
20  Regarding the vocative le ‘o’ consult Tucker & Mpaayei (1955: 35-36) and Karani 
(2018: 25).
21  The lexeme kake is also used as a contrastive-adversative marker (conjunction) in 
Arusa. Compare with Kélō káke kátɔn̄ nanʉ́ ‘He will go but I will stay’ (Payne & Ole-
Kotikash 2008).
22  Arusa verbs are inflected for subject and, in certain instances, object through 
fused subject-object prefixes (Andrason & Karani 2017a: 209, 2019; see also Tucker & 
Mpaayei 1955: 53, 71; Hamaya 1997; Karani 2018).
23  Regarding negative imperatives in Maasai see Tucker & Mpaayei (1955: 63).
24  Concurring with Payne & Ole-Kotikash (2008), we view the origin of pasɪna ai as 
deriving from an expression Oh Sinai farfetched. 
25  Although conative and phatic constructions are in some models analyzed as 
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Appendix

Alphabetical list of Arusa interjections32

ḁḁħ
ááku 
aaúí
áχ
áí
aiséé
aiʃ
áíʃ
áítíŋo
bíris
dédé 
edúá
éétáá
éíʃ
éɉi
ɛnkái
ɛnkɛŕai
entíto
entíto-ejíéjíó
éro
fíú
haa
háé
háí
héé
héé-hé
hɛ́
hóí

hóó
hóó-hóó
hóó-táá
hɔɪ́ ́
ɪlmʊ́ran
ɪltwáti
íúʃo
jíé
jíéjíó-ai
jóópe 
ɉamani
kíbó
kíbó-t͡cándesi
kííti
kílome
kíru
kúádé
kúmbe
kʊ́ák
le-máásai
leláá-káke
maskini
maskini-ja-Mungu
míkíɉóki
mm
ḿḿ
nombéés (ɛnkai)
ɲɔɔ́́

ɔlkɪĺa
ojíéjíó-ai 
óó
ooi
óóí
ójie
ɔɔ́́
ɔŕɪd́
pasɪnáái
píú
sére
sjombe
sógó
ss
súmú
ʃíé
téɉo
úúí
ʊ́ʊ́ʃɔ
wáí
wóí
woɉ
zz
ǂ
ǂǂǂ
ǁ




